&&Known standard'' control conditions involve performing the experimental technique on materials where the expected result is already well known; if the expected result is obtained, the scientist can have con"dence that the procedure is working. In Study 1, which analysed transcripts of real-world biology laboratory meetings, we found that scientists used baseline controls when testing hypotheses and known standard controls when focusing on possible error. In Study 2, undergraduate science students were asked to address the goals of hypothesis testing and dealing with potential error as they designed experiments. Like the real-world scientists, science majors proposed baseline controls to test hypotheses and known standard controls to deal with potential error. We argue that baseline control conditions play an important role in hypothesis testing: unexpected results obtained on baseline control conditions can alert scientists that their hypotheses are incorrect, and hence should encourage the scientists to reformulate their hypotheses. We further argue that use of known standard controls is a heuristic that enables scientists to solve an important problem in real-world science: when to trust their data. Both of these heuristics can be incorporated into experimental design programs, thus making it more likely that scienti"c discoveries will be made.
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Computational modelling has uncovered many important features of scienti"c reasoning and discovery. Using historical data, interviews with scientists, and experiments on scienti"c thinking, many of the heuristics that scientists use in their research have been discovered and incorporated into computational systems that can themselves participate in the discovery process. Most computational models of scienti"c reasoning have addressed the issue of how hypotheses or theories are generated from data (Langley, Simon, Bradshaw & Zytkow, 1987; ValdeH s-PeH rez, 1996; Darden, 1997; ValdeH s-PeH rez & Sleeman, 1997) . That is, the models have primarily dealt with the process of induction. For example, computer systems have been used to identify genes and their functions (Brutlag, 2000) and to determine pathways underlying chemical reactions (ValdeH s-PeH rez, 1994) . Over the past decade, we have been pursuing a complementary, but di!erent, approach to building models of scienti"c discovery: investigating scientists as they think, reason, and make discoveries in their own laboratories. We have videotaped and audiotaped scientists reasoning at their weekly laboratory meetings and have uncovered some of the heuristics that they use, such as speci"c types of analogies , use of unexpected "ndings (Baker, 1994; Dunbar, 1995 Dunbar, , 1999 , and distributed reasoning . In this article, we turn to another important aspect of the scienti"c discovery process*how experiments are designed. Using transcripts of laboratory meetings, we analyse the type of heuristics that scientists use when they design experiments.
The design of experiments has received much less attention in the arti"cial intelligence literature than the process of scienti"c induction, even though experimental design has long been reognized as an important part of the scienti"c discovery process (Wason, 1960; Mynatt, Doherty & Tweney, 1977; Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Le Grand, 1990; Schraagen, 1993; Schunn & Anderson, 2000) . Part of the reason for the lack of attention to experimental design is that experimental design in modern-day science laboratories is extremely complex: for any one experiment, scientists must choose among di!erent techniques and types of experimental apparatus, select various experimental materials and reagents, and specify numerous steps in the experimental protocol. Furthermore, some aspects of the experimental design process are speci"c to particular areas of sciences, such as the actual techniques and reagents used. Thus, modelling experimental design in speci"c domains, such as high-energy physics, may not reveal any more general experimental design heuristics. However, certain aspects of the experimental design process may be common to many scienti"c disciplines and can be incorporated into programs that can design experiments in many di!erent "elds.
One of the most extensive arti"cial intelligence treatments of experimental design to date is that of Friedland and Iwasaki (1985) , which modelled the control structure of experimental design. In the Friedland and Iwasaki model, developed as part of the MOLGEN expert system, a set of experimental techniques (paradigms) is identi"ed that could be used to meet the experimental goal of the scientist. Each technique that could be used to meet the goal is initially retrieved as an abstracted or &&skeletal'' plan, and the system proceeds to instantiate each step, or slot, in the skeletal plan. Three criteria are applied successively to choose among possible slot values: (1) whether the proposed value serves to meet the experimental goal, (2) whether it will work in the experimental environment and (3) whether it is optimal in terms of time, cost, convenience, etc., compared to other possibilities. After each skeletal plan has been re"ned in this manner, the scientist is presented with possible experiments to choose among. In our initial investigations of experimental design in the "eld of immunology (Baker & Dunbar, 1996) , we found that the scientists tended to use a process similar to that identi"ed by Friedland and Iwasaki. Scientists design experiments that have both experimental conditions and control conditions (Baker & Dunbar, 1996; Dunbar, 1995 . The experimental conditions usually consist of a mnaipulation of the variable that the scientist is interested in. For example, if the scientist thinks that a particular protein is responsible for a cell having a particular function, the scientist might add this protein to cells and to see if the cells gain this function. In addition to the experimental condition, the scientists also include numerous control conditions in most experiments. In one experiment, we observed a graduate student had hypothesized that the gene trz is expressed (that is, transcribed into trz RNA) in rats with a disease called RLE.-This experiment contained an experimental condition and three control conditions. In each condition, the experimenter used a speci"c biological probe to detect whether the gene trz was being expressed or not. The experimental condition used the trz probe in a rat that had the disease RLE. If the hypothesis that trz is involved in RLE was correct, trz expression would be detected in the sick rat. One control condition tested for trz in a rat that did not have RLE disease. If the hypothesis was correct, trz expression should not be found in the healthy rat. For the other two control conditions, the scientists used cells that were either infected or not infected with a di!erent disease called LAA. LAA was a very di!erent disease from RLE, but it had an important feature: scientists already knew that trz was expressed during the course of the LAA disease. In the two LAA control conditions, a trz probe was used on cells induced with LAA and on cells not induced with LAA. Because it was known that trz was expressed during LAA, it was expected that the LAA-induced cells would be positive for trz expression and the LAA-uninduced cells would be negative for trz expression. If the expected results were obtained for these two control conditions, the scientists would have con"dence that their probe and experimental system were capable of detecting trz expression when and only when it occurred.
The experiments we observed appeared to contain two types of control conditions, which we labelled &&baseline controls'' and &&known standard controls''. Baseline controls consist of a condition in which something is taken away from the experiment or not added to an experiment (relative to an experimental condition). The control of testing for trz expression in a mouse without the RLE disease would be called a baseline control condition, because relative to the experimental condition the RLE disease was absent. Known standard controls consist of conditions that have previously been used and validated and are standardized. The control conditions using trz probe with LAAinduced and LAA-uninduced cells might be termed known standard controls. They involve using an experimental technique on materials for which the expected result is well known (trz is expressed and not expressed, respectively). The results obtained on the known standard control condition form a standard against which "ndings on experimental conditions can be judged.
We hypothesized that the two types of control conditions, baseline controls and known standard controls, might be used to meet very di!erent goals. Baseline controls appeared to be directed toward hypothesis testing; they isolated the factors speci"c to the hypothesis. It was more di$cult to determine the purpose of known standard controls, which have not been addressed in previous studies of experimental design. However, our qualitative analyses of known standard controls indicated that this was a strategy the scientists used to respond to possible errors in the experimental system.
To take an everyday example, imagine a cook whose experimental sou%eH recipe fails. The cook might try using a known standard control condition the next time she or he EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN HEURISTICS 3 used the recipe. That is, they would use a standard sou%eH recipe, using the same oven, baking temperature and other baking conditions, in order to determine whether the sou%eH failed because of the new recipe or because of the baking conditions. We hypothesized that the scientists use known standard control conditions, such as running a probe on tissue where the trz gene is known to be expressed, for similar reasons. Results obtained on this control condition might indicate whether the probe was working, the experimental technique for detection was working, the conditions were correct for DNA expression, and so on; in other words, whether error was present in the experimental system. The use of known standard controls appeared to be a way of making it possible to isolate potential problems and errors in an experiment before or as the problems arise.
Our qualitative analyses suggested that the use of known standard controls was related to potential errors in experiments (Baker & Dunbar, 1996) . We found that error in experimental feedback is a salient issue in real-world science laboratories. Experimental results are not always what they appear; for example, a negative result could be due to an equipment malfunction or materials degradation rather than the true absence of a hypothesized phenomenon. Despite its prevalence in real-world science, the issue of error also does not arise in most psychology research using &&science-like tasks''. However, a few psychology studies have been conducted that address the issue of error in experimental feedback. Gorman (1986) investigated the e!ect of telling participants that there might be error in the feedback they received on a science-like task. He found that people often attributed feedback inconsistent with their hypotheses to error and they replicated experiments on which they obtained surprising results. Recently, Penner and Klahr (1996) investigated the e!ect of error using a variation of the 2}4}6 task in which people were given experimental feedback that was erroneous. Again, people's reaction to the error was to replicate the experiments. In each of these error studies, the types of tasks used limited the responses of participants to the possibility of error. Error was assumed to occur, or did occur, randomly, and participants had no way of knowing or discovering when error might be introduced. In terms of experimental design strategies, participants' only recourse was to replicate experiments when they suspected results were in error. It is possible that real-world scientists, who work in a more complex experimentation environment than study participants, develop speci"c strategies for dealing with error. We hypothesize that the use of known standard control conditions is just such a strategy.
We used a two-pronged strategy to investigate the use of controls. First, we collected new data on the way that control conditions are used by scientists when they design experiments at their lab meetings. Second, we brought science students into our laboratory and asked them to design experiments. We predicted that both the scientists and the students would use baseline controls when designing experiments to test hypotheses. We further predicted that they would use known standard controls when responding to possible experimental error.
Study 1: scientists' use of controls when designing experiments
In Study 1 we investigated experimental design in two real-world biology laboratories at a major Canadian university. 
Data:
The data for this study were drawn from four laboratory meetings, two meetings each at two di!erent immunology laboratories. At these laboratory meetings, members of the laboratory took turns presenting their current research. The laboratory meetings were tape-recorded and transcribed, and two segments of each meeting were selected for analysis because they involved discussions of experimental designs. The segments were chosen so that four di!erent laboratory members, two from each laboratory, were represented in two segments each. That is, we analysed the design of eight experiments.
Coding scheme: Experimental designs discussed in each segment were coded for the following:
&&Experimental conditions'', which were experimental manipulations that directly tested the claim of the current hypothesis.
&&Baseline control conditions'', which were the same as the experimental manipulation, except that one or more aspects of the manipulation were missing. Baseline controls might be lacking one piece of the experimental manipulation, such as not using a blocking agent when the experimental condition used a blocking agent. Baseline controls might also be biological, such as using a healthy organism when the experimental condition used a diseased organism.
&&Known standard control conditions'', which were conditions where the scientists knew, based on previous work or from the scienti"c literature, what the result should be. Known standard controls used the same techniques as the experimental manipulation but with materials unrelated to the hypothesis. For example, if the experimental condition uses an antibody to see whether a certain molecule is present on an experimental cell, a known standard control might verify that the antibody could detect the molecule on a cell known to express it.
In addition, the goal of each experimental segment was coded into one of two categories: (1) testing a hypothesis or (2) dealing with potential error or getting an experimental system to work (Turnbull & Stokes, 1990 ). Table 1 shows the number of experimental conditions, baseline controls and known standard controls planned during each experimental design segment. In eight segments, a total of 20 control conditions were planned, nine baseline and 11 known standard, and a total of eight experimental conditions were planned. The number of experimental conditions in each experiment (1 or 2) was the same as the number of variables considered (1 or 2). Multiple variable were never &&crossed'' in these experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both baseline and known standard controls were used in these experiments. To investigate when each type of control was used, segments were grouped into two categories according to the major goal of the segment. Segments 5}7 fell into the test hypothesis group, and segments 1}4, and 8 fell into the possible error group. In Table 2 , the 20 control conditions listed in Table 1 are grouped according to the goal of the segment in which they occurred. For example, control conditions proposed during segment 1 are placed in the second row (&&Possible Error''), because the scientists were primarily concerned with responding to possible error during segment 1. As can be seen in ?Segment 8, which had a goal of solving a technical problem, resulted in one experimental condition and no control conditions being proposed. In that segment, the researcher's response to technical problems was to repeat the experiment with a modi"ed experimental protocol.
testing was the primary goal, and most known standard controls were proposed during segments where dealing with possible error was the goal, (1, N"20)"3.43, p"0.09.? Overall, the results of this study indicate that real-world scientists were more likely to use baseline controls when testing a hypothesis and to use known standard controls when error was suspected in experimental feedback. Study 2 was designed to manipulate experimental goals and determine the e!ect of goals on type of control conditions used.
Study 2: goals and type of control condition used
In Study 2, undergraduate non-science and science majors were asked to design experiments. They were initially given a hypothesis-testing goal and were then switched to a goal of dealing with possible error. Again it was predicted that participants would use baseline controls when given a hypothesis-testing goal and known standard controls when dealing with possible error.
METHOD
Participants: There were three groups of paid participants in this study. The "rst group was 30 undergraduates recruited from non-science courses, none of whom were science AA third prompt that appeared between the two others directed participants to focus on alternate hypotheses. Results relating to this prompt are not relevant to this study. majors nor had signi"cant scienti"c or statistical training. The second group was 30 undergraduates recruited from an upper-level developmental biology course. The third group was 30 undergraduates recruited from an upper-level immunology course. All students in the second and third groups were science majors. Of the 60 science participants, 42 had taken upper-level laboratory courses. (Participants were in the equivalent of year three of a four-year US university program.)
Materials: We consulted with experts in developmental biology and immunology to construct experimental design problems in those domains. Two di!erent developmental biology problems and two di!erent immunology problems were used, and non-science and science students were given slightly di!erent versions re#ecting their di!erent levels of background knowledge.
Each non-science student was given one randomly chosen problem. Each science student was given two problems, a developmental biology problem and an immunology problem. Order of presentation and combination of problems was counterbalanced.
The Appendix contains the text of all problems. The "rst part of each problem (the test hypothesis prompt) directed participants to design an experiment to test a given hypothesis. After they completed the "rst part of the problem, participants responded to a possible error prompt.A Coding scheme: Experimental and control conditions were coded as in Study 1. For example, for the "rst developmental biology problem (see the appendix for the full text), the experimental conditions proposed by participants typically included some manipulation of lmdv (e.g. a procedure to detect lmdv expression). Participants were coded as proposing a baseline control condition if they included a condition that was the same as the experimental condition except that it lacked the lmdv manipulation.
Participants were coded as proposing a known standard control condition if they tested the experimental technique in a situation where they knew it should work (e.g. tested for lmdv expression on tissue known to express lmdv).
Reliability of coding scheme: To assess reliability of the coding scheme, 20% of the data collected from science students in Study 2 was coded by two coders. Inter-coder percentage of agreement was 0.94 for baseline control conditions and 0.94 for known standard control conditions. Cohen's was 0.63 for baseline controls and 0.73 for known standard controls (Bakeman & Gottman, 1986) . This is exceptionally good agreement for an abstract coding scheme such as that employed in this study. This level of agreement indicates that con"dence can be placed in the objectivity of the coding scheme. Findings reported in this paper are based on the codings of one of the two coders involved in the reliability assessment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each response included at least one experimental condition. Some of the responses given by science students included multiple experimental conditions because the participant proposed more than one technique for testing the hypothesis; in these cases, an experimental condition was proposed for each technique. Control conditions proposed in response to each prompt are shown in Table 3 . A total of 78 control conditions were proposed in 120 responses by science students. Science students were more likely to propose baseline controls in response to the test hypothesis prompt, and they were more likely to propose known standard controls in response to the possible error prompt, (1, N"78)"45.97, p(0.0001. There were no di!erences between the developmental biology and immunology students in the types of controls conducted, nor were there di!erences between controls proposed for developmental biology and immunology problems. Turning now to non-science students, a di!erent pattern emerged. A total of 15 control conditions were proposed in 30 responses by non-science students. Non-science students proposed baseline controls exclusively in response to the test hypothesis prompt. They proposed a small number of known standard controls and these were split evenly between the two prompts.
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Thus, science students used baseline controls to test hypotheses and known standard controls when confronted with possible error, independent of scienti"c domain. Nonscience students used baseline controls to test hypotheses. However, non-science students did not propose known standard controls frequently or systematically, suggesting that the greater scienti"c knowledge or training of science students facilitated their use of this strategy. Known standard controls supplemented but did not replace experimental conditions and baseline controls in the experimental designs of science students.
The major di!erence between "ndings of Study 1 and Study 2 was that the real-world scientists used proportionately more control conditions in each experiment than the science undergraduates. The scientists included 20 control conditions in eight experiments (a mean of 2.5 controls per experiment), whereas the science students included 78 control conditions in 120 experiments (a mean of 0.65 control conditions per experiment). However, both groups used the same types of control conditions to meet the same goals.
General discussion
The results of these two studies reveal that di!erent types of control conditions are used in the same experiment to meet two di!erent goals. Baseline controls are used for ruling out alternate hypotheses, and known standard controls for dealing with error. Baseline controls are similar to the standard &&control group'' used in psychology studies, when the manipulation in the experimental condition is absent. This type of control condition plays an important role in hypothesis testing. When the experiment proceeds as expected, results obtained on baseline control conditions, taken together with the results obtained on experimental conditions, provide convincing evidence for the scientist's hypothesis. Using the example presented in the introduction, the scientist predicts trz expression in the mouse that has RLE disease (experimental condition) but not in the healthy mouse (baseline control). If the scientist obtains the predicted results, a convincing argument can be made that trz plays a role in RLE. Unexpected results obtained on a baseline control condition can also provide important information, indicating that the current hypothesis is not correct. In the example above, if trz expression is observed in the healthy mouse as well as the sick mouse, the scientist might conclude that trz expression is not a unique factor in RLE. Systematic use of baseline control conditions is thus an important heuristic for the hypothesis-testing process in scienti"c discovery. This "nding suggests that discovery programs that design experiments should generate baseline controls. The other type of control condition investigated in this paper was the known standard control condition. It was found that real-world scientists and science undergraduates used known standard control conditions when dealing with possible error. The use of known standard control conditions is an experimental design strategy that is apparently common in the sciences, yet it has not been identi"ed in previous studies of scienti"c reasoning. Previous work with science-like tasks had found that undergraduates either replicated experiments in the face of error or else discounted surprising "ndings (Gorman, 1986 (Gorman, , 1989 Penner & Klahr, 1996) . These psychology studies presented participants with randomly occurring error, and assessed the e!ect of error on participants' data interpretation and induction strategies. Participants' possible strategies to change experimental designs to deal with error were limited by the randomly occurring nature of the error. Random error does occur in some real-world science settings, but there are many sources of error that have an identi"able cause (Gibbings, 1986) . As Sleeman (1990) has argued, an important challenge for scientists is to distinguish between results due to error and results of theoretical importance; it may also be di$cult to distinguish between di!erent types of error that can occur. What we have found is that scientists and science students use known standard control conditions to anticipate di!erent types of potential error, to determine whether error is occurring in the experimental system, and to identify sources of error.
The use of known standard controls makes it possible for scientists to determine the cause of an unexpected "nding. Scientists frequently obtain unexpected "ndings (Dunbar 1995 (Dunbar , 1999 , and an important problem in dealing with unexpected "ndings is deciding what to do with the "ndings. By comparing the results of an unexpected "nding to the results for known standard controls, the scientists can quickly determine whether the unexpected "nding was due to some sort of methodological problem. The use of known standard controls in interpreting unexpected "ndings is important, as scientists' "rst reaction to an unexpected "nding is that the "nding was due to a methodological problem (Dunbar, 1999) . This then allows the scientists to "x their experiment without spending an inordinate amount of time trying to uncover the source of problem. If the known standard controls suggest that there is no methodological problem, then the EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN HEURISTICS 9 scientists can begin to propose new models and hypotheses to account for the unexpected results.
Use of known standard control conditions may be expected to arise when experimental techniques are very complex and experimental "ndings (e.g. a number of an image on a gel) are many steps removed from the phenomena under investigation. When techniques call for complex protocols with many steps, error can occur at many points in the process of running the experiment. Without a strategy like use of known standard control conditions, the scientist may not be aware that error has occurred. To date, most psychological and computational models of experimental design have not addressed the issue of error. However, the potential for error is a constant issue in scienti"c laboratory work, an issue that must be dealt with before scientists can trust data enough to base theories on it. The "nding that non-science students rarely used the known standard controls heuristic again suggests that scientists' familiarity with complex experimental designs and their potential for error is a key factor in the use of these types of controls.
The "ndings presented in this paper are based on our codings of the scientists' goals. We were also interested in whether the scientists stated their reasons for using certain types of control conditions. However, we found that the scientists we investigated rarely articulated explicitly their reasons for using various control conditions; instead control conditions appeared to be included in their experimental designs as a matter of course. An exception is a passage in one laboratory meeting in which the scientists clearly expressed why they were using certain known standard control conditions. The quotations that follow (with terminology modi"ed to preserve the anonymity of the laboratory), refer to the RLE example given in the introduction. The known standard control conditions in this example involved using trz probe in cells that were induced or not induced with the disease LAA. In the quotations, the laboratory's principal investigator is speaking: I think at the very very least, and we're really I'm talking about the bottom before we start discussing the experiment properly, there ought to be LAA-induced versus uninduced. Which you know already gives you a signal versus no signal. I think that's got to be there minimum, and then we can interpret from there.
Later in the meeting, the principal investigator said:
If the probe lights up uninduced LAA it raises questions about its speci"city or about some aspect of the protocol. Because you've told us before that uninduced LAA don't light up with this probe. So it's uh... It's a it's a nice control.
The principal investigator argues that including the known standard control conditions (LAA-induced and LAA-uninduced) is necessary to be able to &&interpret'' results on the experimental condition, and that in particular an unexpected result on the control condition using uninduced cells would indicate an error involving the experimental materials or protocol. The scientist's comments about why the LAA-induced and LAA-uninduced control conditions were used are consistent with our argument that known standard control conditions are intended to detect and identify sources of error in the experimental system.
The distinction we have made between baseline and known standard control conditions is, to our knowledge, a new one. Scientists do not appear to explicitly refer to the 10 L. M. BAKER AND K. DUNBAR same distinction. However, scientists do appear to make this distinction in practice, using these di!erent types of control conditions to meet di!erent goals. We believe it is important for those who study science to make the distinction between these types of control conditions because they are so closely tied to experimental goals: baseline controls to hypothesis testing and known standard controls to identifying possible error. Only by making this distinction can be appropriate control conditions be included in computational models of experimentation and in psychological accounts of scienti"c reasoning.
To the extent that the scientists we studied articulated a distinction between di!erent types of control conditions, the distinction most often made was between &&positive'' and &&negative'' control conditions. In a positive control condition (e.g. the LAA-induced cells), the result (trz expression) is predicted to be the same as the result on the experimental condition. In contrast, the result predicted for the experimental control condition is expected to be absent for the negative control condition (e.g. LAA-uninduced cells). The categories of negative and positive control conditions are not the same as those we have identi"ed, baseline and known standard controls. For instance, both the positive and negative controls in this example are known standard control conditions. In our data, most but not all baseline control conditions could be classi"ed as negative controls; known standard controls were mixed between positive and negative. Grinnell (1992) argues that negative controls &&determine nonspeci"c background'' and positive controls &&determine the level of full activity in the system under investigation'' (p. 34). In our analyses, distinguishing between positive and negative control conditions was not as fruitful as distinguishing between baseline and known standard controls, in terms of identifying scientists' experimental goals and strategies. However, this distinction may yet prove to be an important one.
In our conversations with scientists and our surveys of scienti"c laboratory courses (Baker & Dunbar, 1999) , we found little evidence of formal instruction about the use of control conditions. The scientists themselves do not articulate the same distinction we have made between baseline and known standard control conditions, and there is apparently no alternate formal logic of control conditions that is explicitly taught. Laboratory courses are the primary means by which undergraduates are instructed in experimentation, but in these courses the emphasis is on learning experimental techniques rather than designing the multi-condition experiments common in scienti"c laboratories. Graduate students learn about the use of control conditions on the job, rather than through formal instruction. Given the ubiquitous use of control conditions in real-world laboratories and their importance in interpreting experimental results, more formal training in the use of control conditions, at the undergraduate or graduate level, would be valuable. This training should emphasize the di!erent goals that di!erent types of control conditions can be used to meet.
Overall, the results of the two studies presented here demonstrate that the use of baseline and known standard controls are key heuristics in experimental design and scienti"c discovery. Scientists use both types of control conditions because they know that there are many processes that may be at work in the systems they are investigating. They also know that there are numerous potential technical problems that can be isolated by having the appropriate controls. Both of these types of control condition heuristics can easily be incorporated into scienti"c experimental design programs. The EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN HEURISTICS 11 use of these heuristics may speed the process of scienti"c discovery by making it easier to diagnose errors in a system using known standard controls, and by uncovering new phenomena when unexpected "ndings are obtained in baseline control conditions. These results demonstrate that models of discovery must focus both on experimental design and data interpretation to realize the true potential of computational discovery programs.
(including grw). Members of the lab have not been able to create a knockout or make a mutation to study the e!ect of the gene grw. You have been asked to design an experiment to test Professor Tremblay' hypothesis, without modifying the genomic DNA. You should include all details of the experimental design that you can. Give reasons for your choices about the experimental design.
First Immunology Problem: You are an honors student in Professor Tremblay's lab. There is a mouse in Professor Tremblay's laboratory with a non-infectious illness. Based on earlier research, Professor Tremblay hypothesizes that the cause of this disease is a self-antigen protein called SP3. SP3 is one of a family of self-antigen proteins, and you have samples of all these proteins available (including SP3). You have been asked to design an experiment to determine whether the sick mouse has antibodies to one of the suspected antigen proteins in its blood serum. You should include all details of the experimental design that you can. Give reasons for your choices about the experimental design.
Second Immunology Problem: You are an honors student in Professor Tremblay's lab. Professor Tremblay is interested in the pattern of surface cell activation in cytotoxic T-cells during the e!ector stage of target cell lysis. Based on earlier research, Professor Tremblay hypothesizes that the CD197 molecule on the surface of the cytotoxic T-cell acts as a marker during lysis of cells infected with the Antiopan virus. CD197 is one of a family of closely related CD markers, and you have antibodies for all these markers available (including CD197). You have been asked to design an experiment to test Professor Tremblay's hypothesis. You should include all details of the experimental design that you can. Give reasons for your choices about the experimental design. First Immunology Problem: A friend of yours who works in Professor Tremblay's biology laboratory has asked for your help. Your friend is an honors student in Professor Tremblay's lab. There is a mouse in Professor Tremblay's laboratory with an illness that does not transmit infectiously to other mice. Based on earlier research, Professor Tremblay hypothesizes that the cause of this disease is that the body is producing a protein, and that the immune system is mistakenly attacking this protein. Professor Tremblay thinks the protein involved in the disease is SP3. SP3 is one of a family of closely related proteins that are known to be involved in diseases like this. Your friend has been asked to design an experiment to determine whether the sick mouse has antibodies to one of the suspected proteins in its blood. She knows there is a technique she can use that can usually detect whether antibodies to a speci"c protein are present. Your friend has asked if you can help her design the experiment. What experiment would you do? You should include all details of the experimental design that you can. Give reasons for your choices about the experimental design.
Second Immunology Problem: A friend of yours who work in Professor Tremblay's biology laboratory has asked for your help. Your friend is an honors student in Professor Tremblay's lab. Professor Tremblay studies cells called T-cells that have the ability to lyse (break open and kill) other cells in the body that are infected with a virus. Professor Tremblay is interested in which molecules on the surface of the T-cells get &&turned on'' while the T-cell is in the process of lysing an infected cell. Based on earlier research, Professor Tremblay hypothesizes that the CD197 molecule on the surface of the T-cell acts as a marker during lysis of cells infected with the Antiopan virus. CD197 is one of a family of closely related CD markers. Your friend has been asked to design an experiment to test Professor Tremblay's hypothesis. She knows there is a technique she can use that can usually detect whether a speci"c marker is present on a cell. Your friend has asked if you can help her design the experiment. What experiment would you do? You should include all details of the experimental design that you can. Give reasons for your choices about the experimental design.
&&Possible Error11 prompt for all problems, non-science students Your friend is worried that if your experiment doesn't give clear results, Professor Tremblay will think she didn't do it correctly. Is there anything you want to modify or add to your experimental design to show that the technique is working properly? Give reasons for your choices.
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